
WE’RE LOOKING FOR A

Restaurant Manager 
With great heart and service-mindedness you will take the  
restaurant, gravel and all our lovely nerds under your wing 
and lead the whole team forward. Always with the goals in 
mind and, above all, with our mission in focus: to create a 
place where people can experience freedom, fellowship and a 
glass of Pastis.

Your tasks will include:

Responsibility for daily operations, planning, sales and overall quality

• Leading the service team through collaboration and cooperation

• Operating the restaurant in small as well as big questions

• Budget responsibility

• Building and developing a winning team

• Having fun at work! 

 

Below we have listed some characteristics and experiences that b we think are  

important to make sure you feel comfortable with us:

• Experienced leader who develop and encourage others to do their very best

• You have at least four years’ experience from a similar position with documented 

skills in working with improvement and change processes

• You are results-oriented with a numerical mind, easy to collaborate with and a 

communicative supervisor who easily interacts in both speech and writing

• You see the whole picture and have an eye for quality even in the smallest detail

• You have a passion for people, encounters, food and drinks

• You enjoy building relationships and teams

• You are organised, flexible and thorough

• You love to provide great service

• You’re good at handling stress

• You have a sense of humor and like to have fun at work

 

 
We offer an exciting workplace with lots of joy and we work together every day to  

develop ourselves and our business. We want to offer our guests a unique experience!

We also hope that you are a spreader of joy, a team player, that you have a lot of  

energy and that you are a service rebel - in short, a really good friend and  

colleague!



Terms of employment

Where: Gothenburg

When: May

Type of employment: Full time

We offer healthcare benefits and are affiliated with collective agreements.

Do you want to become part of the Boulebar community?

Boulebar started as a journey through Europe. Three friends in a park somewhere among 

the rough alleys of Marseilles fell in love with boule pétanque. This equal sport that 

is so much more than just a sport. It is a way of living, thinking and being. Over  

generations, over a dinner and over one or more glasses of Pastis.

Now we are over 150 employees at eight Boulebars in Sweden and Denmark. And the jour-

ney has just begun.

Some might call us nerds. But it’s all about love. Love of what we do. Every step of 

the way. Sure our demands are high, but we know that’s just how you like it!

 

Submit your application to michael.frederiksen@boulebar.se.

For questions about the position, contact Area Manager Michael Frederiksen at 

070-445 76 70

Bonne chance!


